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ABSTRACT

The problem of advancing the technology of heating with the ion cyclotron range of
frequencies (ICRF) for successful application to ignited plasmas is being addressed at Oak Ridge
National Laboratory (ORNL) with the collaboration of several laboratories in the United States
and Europe. The needs of experiments such as the Compact Ignition Tokamak (CIT) have been
evaluated and conceptual approaches identified. These concepts and their components are
examined in the laboratory and applied to present-day machines. The status of this program is
presented.

1. INTRODUCTION
The mission of the OKNL ICRF heating development group is to advance- technology to the

level needed for successful application of ICRF heating to a fusion reactor. Meeting this g»;il
involves investigating new concepts and developing the components nccdid for complete rf system*
from the source to the launcher. Our strategy is to study nvv. con-.-epts. analytically and
experimentally in small-scale bench tests and on the Radio Frequency Test Facility (RFTFi at
ORNL, then to apply the concept to an existing fusion experiment, so that application to a future-
generation machine involves onfy modest risk. During this concept advancement, the need for
improved components such as rf vacuum feedthroughs, actively cooled Faraday shield*, and high-
power vacuum variable capacitors is identified. These components are then developed in parallel
with the concept advancement. For example, improved vacuum feedthroughs have already been
applied to a number of fusion machines worldwide. The component development is described in
section 2.

Three launcher concepts have been identified as candidates for ICRF heating of reactor
plasmas: the cavity antenna [1], the resonant double loop (RDL) antenna [2). and the folded
waveguide [3). These concepts might all be referred to as compact launchers because they are
designed to be located inside a large port on the machine vacuum vessel for ease of installation and
removal. Each concept is being or will be tested on a present-generation tokamak. The progress
and plans for these concepts are described in section 3.

•Research sponsored by the Office of Fusion Energy. U.S. Department of Energy, under Contract
No. DE-AC05-84OR21400 with Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc.
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2. BASIC TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT

2.1. RF vncuum feedthroughs
The compact loop launchers present a matched (or nearly matched) load to the transmission

line system, so vacuum feedthroughs matched to the characteristic impedance of the transmission
line are required. The design developed at ORNL [4] uses a ceramic cylinder and tapored inner and
outer conductors so that a constant impedance is maintained throughout and the electric field is
nearly perpendicular to the surface of the ceramic, resulting in very high voltage and power
handlingcapabilities.

Figure 1 shows a 200-mm, 50-ft version of this design that is in use on TEXTOR. This design
has been tested to cw peak voltages in excess of 50 kV. It features a removable ceramic braze
assembly and all-metal seals. The copper end flanges are brazed directly to the ceramic by means
of a novel technique developed in this program. One of these feedthroughs has been used at a
frequency of 180 MHz on Alcator-C. A 15.5-cm "double" ceramic version with a characteristic
impedance of 25 11 has been built for testing at IPP-Garching [4J.
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Fig. 1. 50-Q rf vacuum feedthrough designed forTEXTOK.

2.2. Vacuum variable capacitors
Both the cavity antenna and the RDL concepts use vacuum variable capacitors for tuning.

The cw currents (— 1 kA rms) and voltages (—50 kV peak) required to deliver several megawatts of rf
power per launcher exceed what is available commercially. Commercial designs have been
analyzed to determine how they might be modified to achieve the needed parameters [4]. Both
major manufacturers of vacuum variable capaciturs have built prototype units for testing and
evaluation on a capacitor test facility at ORNL. The capacitors will be tested to full design
parameters in the presence of a dc magnetic field to assess their suitability under conditions
similar to those in on a fusion experiment. In addition, a new coaxial capacitor design has been
developed for the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) antenna, and the modified commercial
designs are being considered for application on Tore Supra as discussed in section 3.



2.3. Steady-state Ftradnv shield
One of the most critical components of the launcher system is the Faraday shield. It must be

as transparent as possible to the rf magnetic field, and it must protect the other launcher
components from the plasma particle and heal flux. For ignited machines (and some present
machines) the Faraday shield must be actively cooled. Comparative measurements of more than
30 Faraday shield designs [5). including most of those in use on tokamaks today, have shown that
multiple layers or round tubes are very efficient in passing the rf and are ideal for cooling. In
anticipation of using actively cooled shields on several launchers to be built in the near future, a
prototypical cavity antenna with a water-cooled Faraday shield consisting of two tiers of tubes has
been constructed for the RFTF. The Faraday shield can be easily replaced in order to test different
designs. The plasma side of the tubes on this shield arc coaled with 2 mm of graphite for
compatibility with the wall material on several present-generation machines. This shield design is
also proposed for use on the TFTR and Tore Supra antennas (see below). Tests of graphite-coated
tubes in a neutral beam facility have shown that the tubes can withstand 4 kW/cm? with adequate
water flow.

3. APPLICATIONS

3.1.D1I1-D
An inertially cooled prototype cavity antenna was installed on 1)111 I) at GA Technologies

(San Diego. California, U.S.A.) in January 198C. fur tho purjMisc of milking loading resistance
measurements with plnsm:< (61. An artist's conception of this ap|>lir.iU«n is shown in fig. 2. The
Far;id;iy .shield consists of two tiers of graphite-coaled liunnel rods, which arc copper-phi ted on the
side facing the antenna current strap. The tunnblc frequency nuij'c was iiirastired to be
20 73 MHz. The entire anlennn structure is movable radially over 5 cm. Kxtensivc engineering
analysis of this design was carried out to establish the survivability of the anlcnn;i under Un-
anticipated maximum thermal and disruption loads.

Fig. 2. Artist's conception of the prototype DIII-D antenna.



Preliminary loading measurements have been conducted in ohmically heated plasmas. The
loading resistance is typically on the order of JO fl/m. in rough agreement with theory. For this
antenna design to handle 2 MW (at lower loads), the capacitor must carry 820 A rms at a peak
voltage of 44 kV. These parameters are possible with the developmental capacitors discussed in
section 2. A plot of loading resistance versus antenna position relative to the plasma edge for
limiter discharges is shown in fig. 3.

Load
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Fig. 3. Plot of the 1)111-1) antenna loading resistance v>>anUnn;i posilimi.

3.2.TKTK
A total of 10 MV of ICKK heating is planned for TFTK at Princeton P!:i.«ni:i Physic-

Laboratory (PPPL) (Princeton, New Jersey, U.S.A.). Two launchers consisting oftwu lnnp> each
will be constructed, one by PPPL and the other by OKNL. The two design:, art sign ficantty
different, providing a good opportunity for enlarging the technology database. The main feature;,
of the ORNL design are shown in the schematic drawing in fig. -4. This view shuws one of the
current straps; the other lies directly below the plane of the figure. Both loops are contained in a
single bousing mounted inside a 58-cm-wide by 89-cm-high port. The antenna is an
asymmetrically fed ROL design optimized for a plasma loading resistance of 5 Q m at a frequency
of 48 MHz. Each end of the current strip is supported by a cylindrical ceramic feed through, which
connects the current strap to one electrode of a coaxial variable vacuum capacitor. A disk ceramic
at the end of the input coaxial line provides additional mechanical support for the current strap.
Each capacitor is tunable so that the input impedance of the antenna can be matched to the
characteristic impedance of the connecting transmission line (50 O in this case) without anv
external matching circuitry, and the resonant frequency of the antenna can be tuned from 40 to 80
MHz. The Faraday shield is actively cooled. Each loop is designed to couple 2 M\V into the plasma.
The antenna housing is designed for radial movement of 10 cm in order to couple well to the plasma
under different ope ratingcondilions.
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Fig. 4. Schematic drawing of the TKTR RI>L antenna design.

3.3. Tore Supra
Tore Supra at CEN-Cadarache (France) presents a real challenge fur ICKK heating due to its

high-power and long-pulse (30s) operation [7|. The basic antenn;i ci>nfigiir;itit>n. thr pnwi-r pt-r
antenna (2 MWj, and the pr>rtsi7e(fiUcm wide by 7(1 cm high) are alnwst iln-s:inu- ns fm-TFTK, but
the extended pulse length requires active cooling of nearly all cuni|i'mvnt> of thv antenna
structure. In addition. Tore Supra requires lunability of the antenna over a frequency ningi- of
35 80 MHz.

Unlike the TFTK desipn, the Tore Supra" antenna uses two commercial developmental
eapacitors at the ends of the current strap. The capacitors art- mounted in the vacuum with the
current strap, and the ceramic envelope of the capacitor provides mechanical support for the
antenna current strap. The current strap and both ends of the capacitors are cooled by water at an
inlet pressure of 8 bar and an inlet temperature of 40' C. The water for cooling the current strap
and the vacuum end of the capacitors is fed in through a 100-0 fixed stub attached to the input
coaxial line. The Faraday shield is cooled by 40-bar. ] 70' C inlet temperature water. The antenna
will be dynamically tuned during operation.

In addition to the 35- to 80- MHz frequency band, the rf transmitters for Tore Supra can aiso
operate at a frequency of 120 MHz at a power level of about 0.9 MW. A folded waveguide launcher,
shown in fig. 5, is well suited for this frequency of operation. Calculations indicate thai very high
power can be launched with a single folded waveguide in Tore Supra, so a prototype is proposed for
a later phase of operation.

3.4.ASDEX
The first application of a folded waveguide to a tokamak could occur on ASDEX in 19S8. One

challenging aspect of the design is that the folded waveguide on ASDEX must fit into a rounded
port having a 60-cm diameter. The frequency of operation for these experiments will be 80 MHz,



which corresponds to the second ion cyclotron harmonic (u/Oi = 2) of hydrogen. One advantage of
the round ports on ASDEX is that the folded waveguide could be rotated by 90" and. after minor
modification of the face of the coupler, used for ion Bernstein wave heating.

Fig. 5. Schematic drawing of the folded waveguide.
3.5. CIT

ICRK healing will be the primary heating mclhud for CIT, now under design in the U.S.A.
Because of the small overall size of the machine, the ports arc very SITKIII (30 cm wide by 80cm
high), thus posing a formidable design challenge for the antennas. The present cr>iu'ci>tual design
(shown in fig. 6( has two RDL antennas in each port, with a cooled Farad:iy shield structure. Kni-h
antenna must couple 2 .VTW into the plasma at a frequency of 9-5 Mllz for a pulse length of 3.7s.
The KDL use* special coaxial capacitors similar to the TFTK design in order to fit in tht- restricted
port area. The folded waveguide is a backupoption for heating CIT.

Fig. 6. CIT antenna design.



4. SUMMARY

The technology advances required to apply ICRF heating to ignited tokamaks are pursued by

devising new launcher concepts and then applying them to present-day fusion experiments as soon

as possible. In addition, specific components, such as vacuum feedthroughs, are developed as the

need for them is identified. These concepts, such as the resonant double loop, are applied to

present-day machines, thus minimizing the risk to future-generation tokamaks.
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